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**Background** More than half of pregnancies in women with systemic lupus erythematosus (lupus) result in adverse outcomes for both mother and fetus. As demonstrated in the PROMISSE study, pregnancies managed by experts can have outcomes similar to the general population. However, many women with lupus do not receive this level of care and suffer complications at higher rates. We sought to identify aspects of current community rheumatologic care that could be improved to decrease the frequency of poor outcomes.

**Methods** Focus groups with clinical rheumatologists were held at state rheumatology conferences in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and Northern California. The interview guide was based on the PRECEDE/PROCEED framework, seeking factors that predisposed, reinforced, and enabled physician practice patterns. Focus groups were recorded, transcribed, and coded to identify the elements of this framework. A group of women with lupus on their reproductive journey contributed to our understanding of the dilemmas and care provided.

**Results** Medically ill-timed pregnancies and medication non-adherence during pregnancy were identified by the rheumatologists as the 2 key dilemmas in care. We identified several communication gaps as a key modifiable barrier to optimal management: 1) the approach to physician/patient communication was often ill-suited to the sensitive discussion about pregnancy planning; 2) the communication of treatment plans was often hampered by gaps in knowledge and confidence in data, encouraging non-adherence among nervous patients; and 3) local rheumatologists and OB/GYN frequently did not communicate, leading to varying treatment plans and confusion for patients.

The key predisposing factors that impaired care included gaps in knowledge and skills in discussing pregnancy planning and management, as well as clinic time for repeated discussions. Reinforcing factors that influenced care included local treatment factors and concerns over legal consequences. Factors that could enable improved care included access to an expert or guidelines, clinical reminders, and patient handouts.

**Conclusions** Our goal is to ensure that all women with lupus across the country receive expert-level care for pregnancy planning and management by elevating the care received from community rheumatologists. This study demonstrated the importance of communication skills, knowledge, and cohesive plans between community physicians in reaching this goal. We are currently developing HOP-STEP (Healthy Outcomes for Pregnancies in SLE Through Educating Providers and Patients), a multifaceted implementation project to enable women with lupus and their rheumatologists to have honest and accurate conversations about pregnancy planning and management.
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**Background** MyLupusGuide is a web-based lupus interactive navigator that aims to improve patient’s confidence in their decision making about their lupus care.

**Methods** MyLupusGuide was modeled on the Oncology Interactive Navigator with input from persons living with lupus and members of their care teams. We are conducting a randomized dissemination trial to measure the impact of MyLupusGuide on patient activation and other key psychological indicators. A letter of invitation was mailed out by local investigators of the Canadian Network for Improved Outcomes in SLE (CaNIOS) with information on how to enter the website. An online consent was obtained upon registration. Once the baseline questionnaires were completed, one group obtained immediate unlimited access to MyLupusGuide while the other group was informed that they would access it three months later. Besides collecting sociodemographic and self-reported disease and health status measures, we collected information on the Patient Activation Measure (PAM), a valid instrument to measure self-management ability. PAM levels 1 and 2 out of a 4 level scale indicate low activation that translate into being overwhelmed with poor goal orientation,